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EQUIP WINTER 2020

WELCOME
Speedy Equip, making sure you are
prepared this winter with the latest
generation of sustainable solutions.
At Speedy, we’re dedicated to making your life
easier with an industry-leading hire range of winter
equipment, solutions and services to help keep your
workforce safe and productive during the darker
and colder winter months, all available nationwide.

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

Expertly equipped for every step
As the UK’s leading tools, equipment
and plant hire company, we are
equipped to support your business on
every project.
Hire or buy
Products can be hired or purchased –
Choose from our wide range of over
3,000 product lines for hire and 8,000
to purchase. In addition we can supply
non-standard items, which we source

26

directly from our network of quality
approved partners.
4 hour delivery nationwide on
over 350 popular products

16

We can deliver over 350 of our most

Speedy will make sure that you are always equipped
for business; reducing risks, managing costs and
ensuring compliance. Allowing you the time
and focus to do what you do best.

popular products direct to you within 4
hours – nationwide, when you order by
3pm. Guaranteed, or get 1 week free hire.
Look out for the following icon throughout
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equip, online and on the speedy app.
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Important information: Measurements are approximate.
Errors and Omissions Excluded. Calls may be recorded for
training purposes. Full terms and conditions are shown
online. All images are for illustration purposes only. Not all
products and services are available in all locations – check
availability in advance.
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Festoon Lighting
A traditional way of lighting up an area,
festoon lights can be hung along walls,
fencing or other structures.
See page 12 for festoon lighting.

From lighting towers to handheld
lamps, there is a wide range of lighting

Floodlights

equipment available, but which is best

Portable, freestanding floodlights are

suited for your site?

ideal for lighting awkward areas or
enclosed spaces.

for less fuel. Here are several options
we can supply to help keep your site
safe and productive this winter:

Pro 360* Floodlight

Task Lights
General purpose, portable, anti-dazzle
worklights suitable for a wide range of

Lighting Towers

activities and environments.

Perfect for lighting large areas of your

See page 12 for our most popular task

site, we have a wide range of cost

lights.

effective and sustainable lighting
towers, including, solar and hybrid

Battery Worklights

technology and advanced battery

Small, portable and rechargeable

systems.

battery operated lights.

See page 8 for our top lighting towers.

See pages 10, 11 and 12 for our most
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Look out for the following icon throughout equip,
online and on the speedy app.

Submersible
Pump 50mm

popular battery worklights.
For further advice, please don’t hesitate
to get in touch with your local depot.


For our full
winter range, visit
speedyservices.com/winter
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See page 13

RY

solutions, to help you to get more light

See page 12 for the Nightsearcher Tower

See page 18

Generator Diesel
Silenced - 6kVA

E

and most cost effective lighting

4

Speedy leads the way with the newest

Heater –
Industrial
Infrared
110V

EH
IRE

Having the right lighting equipment on site is essential
to running a safe, productive and well-timed project,
especially during the darker, longer winter nights.

24 hour
nationwide
delivery
on our top
52
350
products

Popular winter
products available
for 4 hour delivery.

RE

WINTER LIGHTING –
HOW TO KEEP YOUR
SITE WELL-LIT

See page 15

Order via the App or online at
speedyservices.com/capital-commitment
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SPEEDY IN THE NEWS

SPEEDY IN
THE NEWS
AWARDS

Speedy and Galliford Try partner
to bypass emissions on highway
scheme
Speedy has partnered with Galliford

hybrid unit, to help reduce fuel

Try Infrastructure to provide an

consumption and CO2 emissions.

environmentally friendly temporary

Speedy awarded the
first DVSA earned
recognition HS2
module standard
The Driver and Vehicle Standards
Agency (DVSA) has awarded the first

Speedy and Telent
partner on
low-carbon power
solution to keep
major trainline
running

Speedy achieve
RoSPA Gold Award
for the sixth
consecutive year

Speedy, has partnered with technology

Speedy are proud to be

Speedy provided an efficient

awarded a RoSPA Gold Award

hybrid-generator power source for

for the sixth consecutive

a mobile transmitter required to fill

year, for achieving a high

a communications blackspot close

level of safety performance

to Sutton Coldfield station, while a

company Telent to deliver a low-carbon
solution to help keep a major trainline
running on the West Midlands Railway
network.

Speedy trials
construction’s
first electric taxi
delivery van

The solution has already reduced fuel

Earned Recognition HS2 module

consumption by over 35,000L, cut CO²

standard to UK tool and equipment hire

emissions by over 94 tonnes and also

provider Speedy.

Speedy teamed up with hybrid power

provided a net saving to the contractor

and demonstrating well-

permanent option was sought. Keeping

Speedy has partnered with The London

specialists Off-Grid Energy, to provide

of over £6,000. ■

HS2 Limited has approved the module

developed occupational

communications flowing between train

Electric Vehicle Company (LEVC) to trial

the contractor with a bespoke site

as meeting their safety and security

Read more 

health and safety

drivers and signallers is vital in ensuring

requirements for heavy vehicles on

the first electric taxi delivery van to be

management systems. ■

rail networks can operate smoothly. ■

their construction sites.

used in the construction industry.

Read more 

Read more 

power solution to a major highway
improvement scheme in Leicester.

power solution utilising two diesel
generators each linked to a

Speedy
strengthens
four-hour
delivery promise
across UK and
Ireland
Speedy has significantly
enhanced its four-hour delivery
commitment to provide
thousands of customers across
the UK and Ireland with faster

Manager Gareth Jones said: “This

demonstrates our commitment to

Speedy awarded
Best Sustainability
& CSR Initiative

transport compliance across our fleet of

Speedy are proud to have

accreditation represents a significant
milestone for our business and

vehicles through continuous monitoring
from the DVSA to prove the high
standards of compliance are maintained
at all times”. ■
Read more 

won the ‘Best Sustainability

Siemens scores
£100,000 saving
through Speedy
digital hire service

The trial will look to prove the new
electric taxi van can meet the growing
demand for one-tonne, zero emission
commercial vehicles across the

Hire Awards of Excellence

dominated by diesel models. ■

2020.

to slash the leading engineering

Read more 

The award demonstrates
Speedy’s commitment to

company’s hire costs with the help of a
new app.

saved the business £100,000 since

Customers will now be able to

and Corporate Responsibility

it was launched in November 2018.

use the service, the only one of

programme and reinforces

The programme allows the company’s

its kind in the UK and Ireland,

our commitment to operating

employees to manage on-hire

to hire the company’s 350 most

in an economically, socially

equipment individually, while enabling

popular products for delivery

and environmentally

them to off-hire products - the process

nationwide within four hours. If

responsible manner. ■

of returning assets back to a provider –

Speedy fail to meet the delivery

Read more 

at the click of a button. ■

Read more 

customers at sites across London.

Speedy has partnered with Siemens

The MySpeedy digital service has

weeks free hire on the product. ■

will deliver a range of products to

construction industry, which is currently

& CSR Initiative’ award, at the

comprehensive Sustainability

promise customers receive a

The prototype vehicle, which is based
on LEVC’s VN5 and TX Taxi models,

developing an effective and

access to its hire equipment.
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Speedy’s Transport Compliance

Read more 


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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LIGHTING & ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION

LIGHTING &
ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION

Lighting Tower
Mini Tower
Silenced 5.5M
22/0104 
 1 x 1000 watt Metal Halide lighting
head on a 5.5m hand operated mast.
 Highly portable, quickly erected

We deliver sustainable solutions. Delivering more light for less
fuel. Perfect for indoor and outdoor environments, choose
from our range of light towers and electrical distributors.

by a single operator.
 Mast is detachable, allowing
utilisation as a 6kVA diesel generator.

VT Hybrid LED
Lighting Tower
48/0005 
 The VT Hybrid incorporates Hybrid
Engine Technology and LED light heads
which dramatically reduce running
costs and noise output.
 The unit utilises modern LED lighting
with an advanced battery system
and light sensing technology.

 Yanmar L100 & NSM
alternator.

VB9 LED+ Lighting Tower
22/0089 
 The poly LED hydraulic vertical 340° rotation mast
lighting tower.

state of the art in safety and reliability.

VB9 Lighting
Tower 9M

 All LED lamps are powered with 24 volts and the

22/0087 

 Extending to a height of 8.5 metres, it provides an
illuminated area of 4,100sqm. The VB9+ represents the

LED drivers are protected inside the

 An award winning innovation

body frame. With a corrosion-proof

in environmental lighting, the VB9

polythene shell it can withstand

provides full power metal halide

the toughest applications.

light coverage whilst delivering
real environmental benefits.
 Due to its reduced fuel
consumption the VB9 provides a

SMC TL60 Solar
Powered Lighting
Tower
22/0085-h 

substantially increased run time
of 320 hours, resulting in monthly
refuelling as opposed to weekly.

TOWER LIGHTS
VT1 Eco Lighting
Tower 9M
22/0086 
 Simple to operate, all controls are
easily accessible and secured away
from unauthorised access.
 A hydraulic security valve is fitted
meaning that the mast can be safely
lowered if the engine fails or the
battery is stolen.
 The eco light sensor will save on
average 4 hours of fuel per night and
reduces the carbon output by 30%.

 The compact SMC TL60 Solar has
been developed to meet the industry’s
sustainability agenda.
 With three 45W solar panels, the energy
efficient and easily deployable lighting
tower has zero noise and zero emissions.

08


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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LED Smithlight
C/W Mains & 12V
Chargers and
Carry Bag
80/0700 
 The LED Smith Light is a robust, solid,

LIGHTING & ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION

LED Floodlight
Single Head
C/W Tripod
22/0063 
 The compact Ecostar Pro
provides huge savings in

double headed LED adjustable headlight.

running costs due to the

 The lighting head tilts down by up to

LED over halogen.

60° providing the user with adequate
illumination for enclosed and confined
space work.

LIGHTING
SALES

C35330010A-s 

efficiency and performance of

 IP65 rated for use in all
weather conditions.

 The Smith Light is extremely versatile
and is designed to attach to a variety of

 A compact penlight

Unilite SP-750
Folding Speaker
Work Light 3.7v

made from a die cast

C24010137A-s 

 With 3 light modes

equipment including tripods, scaffolding
and elevated work platforms providing
a lighting solution in a number of
applications.

Rechargeable
Lantern Light
22/0185 
 A portable worklight that
gives ultimate power, control and
performance that is also a torch,
worklight and floodlight in one.

LED LIGHTS

Unilite
PL-3 LED
Inspection
Light

aluminium construction
with high power SMD
LEDs.

available, cycled through

 A rechargeable work light with a

in the order of high,

fluorescent glow in the dark body,

mid, low and off, using

that allows for high visibility.

the micro switch that is

 With built-in high-quality

LED Plasterers Light
– 5’

Bluetooth speaker which emits

22/0020 

to any Bluetooth device.

located on the top end
of the light.

superior sound quality and
volume, which can be linked

horizontally or vertically making it perfect for

Submersible
LED Torch

plastering walls and ceilings.

C35470059A-s

 The light can be rotated to shine

 The twin power take off points allow you
to string together multiple lights running
from a single transformer, thereby keeping
cable to a minimum.

 The K9 30 LED is a versatile

Unilite SLR-500
Compact Work
Light 3.7v
C24010135A-s 

and portable LED torch/worklight

 A strong industrial flashlight with
powerful lumen output.
 With a corrosion resistant housing
and die-cast aluminium head, it is dust
& water resistant, enabling submersion
for up-to 30 minutes.

system designed for patrol,
inspection

 A rechargeable work light with a

and emergency

fluorescent glow in the dark body

work situations.

that allows for high visibility.

 This product design represents

 This light can also be attached

the latest technology in LED

to magnetic surfaces and it also

portable lighting and is designed
to be virtually maintenance free
and robust enough to deal with the
rigours of a harsh work environment.

Accessories to buy

Extension lead 110v
16A 2.5mm 10m
C0606055A-s

10

offers a hanging hook with a
hinged attachment.


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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Unilite SLR-2750
Site Light 7.4V

ExinTM120L
LED Tradesman
Light 12v 7.5Kg

C24010136A-s 

B080050005A-s 

 This rechargeable LED Site
light exudes a powerful white
light from COB LED’s with
5 power levels.

 A simple professional generator, which

having only a single sided light head.

 Powerful and strong generator.

illuminate large areas.

charge external devices such as;

14/0120

 Part of the Tradesman range,

able to tilt down and can therefore

be used as a powerbank to

POWER &
PUMPS

Generator Petrol
2.4kVA

delivers a high performance level.

 It’s light head is versatile and is

 A USB port that can also

EQUIP WINTER 2020

a phone or tablet.

Energy efficient power solutions. No matter
how big the project, Speedy has a wide
range of compressors, generators and
pumps available to book and hire online.

Exin IN120L LED
Industrial Light
12v

Exin IN3500LB LED
Work Light

B080050010A-s 

B080050020-s 

 Operates continuously on a

 A portable industrial lighting with wide area

single charge for up-to 12 hours,

illumination and an impressive run time on a

with light heads that tilt down by

single battery charge.

up-to 60°.

 With three power settings (high, medium
and low) to suit different applications and
fitted with an ‘emergency flash’ function.

Generator Diesel
Silenced - 6kVA
14/0057

 It has Flash Functions and can

 Low noise level, it is the ideal generator

easily illuminate a large open space.

for use in residential areas or outside normal
working hours.
 It’s equipped with a reliable diesel
engine, first class components and complete

Nightsearcher
Tower Pro 360°
Floodlight 240v
B022030470A-s 
 An easy to deploy tripod mounted
area/scene light.
 Providing 360° of light from its
six foldable and lockable light heads
which have anti-glare diffused

Festoon Lights
B022010035A-s 
 The Elite LED range of
commercial Festoon lighting is
available in many configurations.
 Supplied either with Sonic
Sealed LED low wattage bulbs
or the Edison Screw LED 10 watt
bulb option.

lenses providing wide spread.

Contact your local Speedy
depot for more information.
Order online speedyservices.com/sales
12

instrumentation.


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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60 KVA Generator
41/0060
	Packaged in durable, weatherproof
canopies.
	Simple generator control and
instrumentation.
	Industry leading earth leakage and
protection systems.
	Comprehensive pre-delivery, safety
and load testing regime.

POWER & PUMPS

Generator Diesel
Super Silenced 10kVA

Oil Free
Compressor
Diesel

14/0088

43/0505

 Low noise level, it is the ideal

 100% oil free.

generator for use in residential areas or
outside normal working hours.
 It’s equipped with a reliable diesel
engine, first class components and
complete instrumentation.

	Ideal for use in critical applications
(e.g. food and beverage industry).
	Spillage free and environmentally
friendly.
 Rig safe.

	Dual frequency (50Hz and 60Hz).

Generator Diesel
Silenced - 10kVA
14/0085
 Silenced compact dual-voltage diesel
engine generators, available for all

Generator Diesel
Super Silenced 6kVA
14/0055 
 With a very low noise level, it is

on-site continuous power requirements.

the ideal generator to use in quiet

 Full output is available in both 110v

residential areas.

and 240v supply.

 Equipped with a reliable diesel

 The units come complete with full

engine, first class components and

engine and electrical protection system.

complete instrumentation.

Also available as a road towable unit.
 CTE is standard.

	Integral spark arrestor.

PUMPS
Submersible
Pump - 50mm

500 KVA
Generator

Have you
thought of
taking on an
apprentice?
If you do, you
can claim
up to £3000
until the 31st
January!

41/0500 

Get in touch for more information:

	Key features – same

0330 088 9596

Also available:

100 KVA Generator
41/0100 
	Key features – same as 60 KVA

as 60 KVA

enquiries@geason.co.uk
geasontraining.co.uk

23/0140 
 The LB-480 models incorporate a
dual position outlet port, to enable
the user to position the outlet hose
horizontally or vertically, while helping

Puddle Sucker
Pump 110v 12Kg
23/0080 
 The LSC1.4S Puddle sucker
flood pump is able to pump
water down to 1mm, which
makes it suitable for pumping

to avoid it kinking.
 A combination of a rubber pump
chamber, rubber wear plate and a
urethane vortex impeller provides
excellent wear resistance in site water
applications that contain sand and
silt in suspension, thus maintaining
performance and reliability.

large or small areas of nuisance
water found on flat surfaces.
 It incorporates a dual
position outlet.


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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HEATING & VENTILATION

HEATING &
VENTILATION

Dri-Eaz F571-110V
Cube Dehumidifier
110v 22.7Kg
20/0048-h

20/0170 
 Ideal for hospitals, shops, offices and

 The Dri-Eaz® Cube Dehumidifier reduces
humidity in enclosed environments by

Whether you need to warm or dry your space, we’ve got you covered
with our wide range of heating and ventilation products.

LPG Catalytic
Cabinet Heater

removing water vapour from the air.

schools, this heater has no naked flames
thanks to the design of the front panel, which
keeps the main burners safely out of reach.
 A stand-alone heater guard is also available

 The Cube is ideal for water
damage restoration, structural drying,

for hire.

construction, and any other application

 Bottles of gas available for purchase.

requiring temporary, high-performance
dehumidification.

Dehumidifier –
Electric Large

Propane Forced Air
Heater 351094 BTU
Max

20/0030 
 The BD1000 dehumidifier delivers

20/0190

strong dehumidification performance,
durability and reliability within a

 Master gas heaters provide large volumes of

unique, portable design that withstands

instant heat and are a very cost effective, robust

the rigours of construction sites.

and efficient way of warming your required space.
 They are best suited for areas which are
well ventilated such as construction sites,
warehouses and factories.

Fume Extractor –
Electric 300mm (12")

Air Cube DC2000 –
Air Cleaner

20/0067 

20/0043 

 110v 300mm fume extractor giving you

 The DC AirCube 2000 is a robust air

an air flow when and where it’s needed.

cleaner with ECO-fan and a capacity

 Aluminium alloy motor housing provides
excellent heat elimination with a reduction
in weight.

of 1800m³/h which makes it our most
powerful single phase air-cleaner.
 It is also equipped with variable speed
transmission to save energy, e.g. at night.


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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Heater –
Industrial
Infrared 110V
20/0120 
 This highly efficient twin 1100w
infrared elements make a
formidable tool for combating

HEATING & VENTILATION

Heater – LPG
Bin Boxer
20/0160 
 Clean burning - no smell.
Great for all round heat and
for drying out. Long lasting
robust construction.

the elements.

HEATING &
VENTILATION
SALES

 Made from a high-grade and
heat resistant material, ideal for
temporary heating and drying

Infrared
Heater

paintwork or plaster.

 Tough Roto moulded plastic body,
designed to be impact resistant,
ideal for both temporary heating and

KwikHEAT
DE29 & DE42


drying paintwork and plaster.

Fan Heater

110V
B020130005A-s 

20/0092A-s

240V
B020130010A-s

 Elite 2KW Electric Fan Heater HTE332
offers two heat settings with built in
thermostat which comes with frost
protection.

 Our Electric 3 phase Fan
Heaters have been developed
to provide instant fume free,
odourless, local spot heating

KwikHEAT
MH110 & MH500


within a large area.
 We have a number of units
ranging from 3kW to 42kW
to cater for a wide range of
applications.

 Our Indirect Fired Heater Hire

Convector
Heater
B020070005A-s 
 Portable silent running
room and site heater.

Range is easy to install, giving
clean, warm air flow to larger

 Provides instant heat

areas. Our units range from

that’s adjustable with

35kW to 500kW and are fully

3 power settings and

self-contained with ducted hot
air outlets and simple controls.

18

Available to hire from
our Partnered Services team,
simply call 0345 600 3546

thermostatic control.


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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SITE & TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

SITE & TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT

Athena
Communication
System Master &
Slave
34/1190
 DBD Athena is a Network Rail

COMMUNICATIONS
Communication between workers is key to keep work
operations informed and in full control.

Approved meeting the requirements for
hands free communication.
 This variation provides audio through
both ear domes.
 Communications can be supported
up to 100 metres in range, from the

Motorola DP4400e
Digital
Handheld Radio

Standard Athena.

FENCING AND BARRIERS
For a well organised project you need the right
equipment.

Fence Panel
Round Top AntiClimb 3.5m X
2.0m
08/0455
 The Heavy Duty Round Top
Fence Panels are used to protect
employees and the public.
 Both weather resistant and anticlimb, with every wire welded to the
frame for strength and quality.

34/1087 

 This is the perfect temporary

Pro-Barrier /
Union Barrier
01/0047
 Creating a highly visible,
protective wall for pedestrians whilst
also alert motorists to take caution
approaching a hazardous zone.
 The Firmus Barrier is a 2 metre
(working length) pedestrian barrier,
with a height of 1 metre and
produced from prime UV stabilised
polyethylene, it offers a reassuring
presence to any site or walkway.

solution for all year round safety.
 With this dynamic evolution of
MOTOTRBOTM digital two-way
radios, you’re better connected,
safer and more productive.
 The DP4000e Series is designed
for the skilled professional who

integrated voice and data, and

Motorola DP4400
Digital Handheld
Radio

advanced features for efficient

24/4547

refuses to compromise.
 With high-performance

operation.

delivers unrivalled voice and data

Traffic Cone
750mm (30’’)

communications with optional

01/0230 

 The DP4400 portable radio

Motorola Atex
Digital Radio

Intelligent audio and customizable voice

34/1225 

announcements for status notifications.

 2 way radio, available in UHF and VHF
frequency bands.

 Best-in-class audio that includes

 The DP4400 features 32 channel
capacity, three programmable buttons,
dedicated emergency button, IP57

 The DP4401 is easy to use and features up

specifications for submergibility and FM

to 32 channel capacity, five programmable

or TIA intrinsically safe options.

buttons and dedicated emergency button.

20

integrated GPS and Bluetooth.
 Tough, durable, flexible and
come fitted with a prismatic sleeve
manufactured to the relevant BS
and EN standards, other sleeves are
available on request.
 Supplied in various sizes in one or
two part configurations.


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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Maximum Safety
Crash Barrier RB22
01/0272
 The RB22 Barrier system has been
designed to offer maximum safety as
one of the quickest deployable systems

SITE & TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

Heras Fence Panel
Standard AntiClimb 3.5m X 2.0m
08/0450

Safety Deck Panel
Yellow/Black

Strong Wall
Traffic Separator

29/1790

01/0263

 Safety deck panel yellow/black.

Robust and stable traffic barrier system
with maximum visibility.

 Manufactured from galvanised

COLD WEATHER PRODUCTS
Available to hire from our Partnered Services team,
simply call 0345 600 3546

Frost Blankets

Salt Spreader

 Frost Blankets provide protection

 The salt spreader is ideal for use on
footpaths, small car parks and school

steel our robust range of fence panels

 System can be used as a pedestrian

makes these products an ideal choice

barrier, lane delineation at roadworks,

 The system meets the BS En1317

for construction sites, properties and

contraflow systems and the creation of

during winter when pouring concrete.

50mph test standard and can be reused

events.

temporary parking bays.

 They provide efficient protection,

 Ideal for pedestrian guidance at

with proven performance at extremely

on the market.

after impact if the barrier remains
intact.

public events. Difficult to dismantle by

 With limited parts required for

low temperatures.

unauthorised persons.

 Made from closed cell expanded

 Designed for compact stacking.

polyethylene foam.

work force or contractors without the

 Self-weighted base.

 These blankets are hard wearing

requirement of heavy machinery.

 HD moulded top section can be water

assembly and filled with water, the
system can easily be assembled by any

filled for added weighting and stability.

Sound
Management
Acoustic Barrier

Available on selected

 Hard wearing and reusable.

cannot be used effectively.
 With a capacity of 36kg and a
handle bar mounted adjustable flow
control you achieve a wide spreading
throw. Features adjustable gearbox.
 Supplied with pneumatic wheels
for easy use over rough ground and
ice surfaces.

 Can easily be assembled by any

 Should only be used with Ice

work force or contractors without the

melt and salt that conforms to British

requirement of heavy machinery.

Standard BS3247.
 Capable of spreading with a width
up to 3 metres.

08/0858

Fencing
buy back
scheme

and re-usable.

grounds where larger apparatus

Snow Plough

Heavy Duty Road
Plate – Anti-Slip

re-useable – our Speedy Barriers are

 The fork-mounted snow plough is

01/0082

the ideal solution to your on-site noise

a seasonal attachment to a forklift, it

reduction issues.

is very useful when clearing freshly

 Anti-Skid Road Plates are designed

 Perfect for sites located close to

fallen or compacted snow.

to be used as a road surface for traffic

residential areas, our Speedy Barriers

and pedestrians and are typically used

can be mounted next to each other to

to cover temporary excavations.

create an effective barrier system which

2.3m Pedestrian
Barrier – Fixed Leg

reduces noise and is weather resistant,

08/0411

 Quick to install, easy to transport and

so can be used all year round.

product ranges.

 Crowd barrier 2.3m galvanised fixed

 Fencing

legs

 It eases vehicle or pedestrian access
i.e. car parks, access roads, and service
yards.
 It is often used as a yard scraper in
the wintry months.

 Barriers
	Pedestrian and Vehicle
Gates
 Hoarding
 Ground Protection Mats

0345 607 1000

22


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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SITE SECURITY

SITE SERVICES
Winter gritting

Site Set up

Speedy can provide winter gritting

Our Site Services Team project manages

And ongoing site management services

and snow clearance, working

your full site requirements.

such as fuel deliveries, waste disposal

nationwide to ensure your site is
operational and compliant during
the winter months.

EQUIP WINTER 2020

When you need a base for your projects,
Speedy site solutions team can arrange all
your fuel, power, welfare, security, lighting,

and equipment compliance will help
your compound run smoothly and
efficiently, however long the job.

Speedy is the leading company for wireless security.
With our design, manufacture and deployment of
wireless systems we cover a wide variety of applications
within commercial, domestic and industrial security.

With access to a fleet of over 500

storage and recycling requirements, plus

From enabling your site from start

vehicles nationwide and the

much more, bringing everything together,

to finish we will arrange all your site

constant monitoring of specialist

quickly and efficiently.

service’s needs.

Wireless alarms, wireless CCTV, wireless

Alongside the installation and

An initial survey by our site planning

For more information call Speedy Site

fire detection and evacuation systems,

maintenance of the equipment together

team will help you determine your exact

Services Team on 0345 850 9460

vehicle tracking and fleet management

with monitoring and rapid security

All this is supported by app and

requirements, including the scope of

or email us at

are all specialist areas in which Speedy

response this all combines to make our

email notifications, giving you

essential set up items such as WiFi and

siteservices@speedyservices.com

will manage on your behalf.

service delivery the most complete one-

full visibility over the service and

CCTV to ensure connectivity and security

notifying you when service has

in the remotest areas.

weather forecasts, we can provide
an automatically triggered service.

For all security needs Speedy offers
the most effective solution in terms of

been triggered for your site.

flexibility, efficiency and cost.

Available to hire from our

We provide a complete security service

Partnered Services team,

to our customers; from surveying

simply call 0345 600 3546.

stop-shop service available.

Rapid Deployment
CCTV
Ideal for temporary locations, eliminating
the need for expensive wiring and
installation costs.
 Rapid deployment
 Low maintenance
 No noise

and risk analysis to specifying the

 No emissions

equipment solution.

 No fuel costs
 Hydraulic mast

Fully Funded
NVQs are
available UK-wide.
More details are on page 38.
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Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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SITE SECURITY

Access Security

Fire Security

Tag systems biometric access

Sites must have adequate fire

control software specifically

detection and evacuation warning

designed for construction sites.

systems in place to protect site

 Fully integrated biometric access
control software with construction

insurance demands.
 No cabling.

 Get what you need quickly and

 Rapid installation.
 Compliant with JCOP

 CSCS card scanning with validity

recommendations for construction

checking and data import, time

sites.

and attendance, local labour, local
deliveries, apprentices, metrics, fire
roll call, fire wardens and trained

RAIL

RAIL

Rosenquist
CD400SP Clipping
Machine

 Rented system – no capital
outlay.

High Efficiency
Link Lighting For
Track
Speedy Rail now offer a fully managed

Robel Tie Tamper
35/1642
 Quickly and efficiently produces a

and PANDROL PR-clips (PR400 series),

Make sure
your team has
the right skills
to get the job
done.

depending on the choice of tool.

Check out our training offering

35/0793

personnel and to meet stringent

tailored reporting.

easily.

EQUIP WINTER 2020

lasting track bed.

 The Clip Driver CD400SP is a walk-

 Less stress for operators, ballast and

behind machine for clipping and

sleepers.

declipping clips of the following types:
PANDROL FASTCLIP, PANDROL e-CLIPs

service for trackside, welfare and access

on page 38.

lighting to our rail customers.
Incorporating innovative LED technology
and Speedy Rail services. The core

first aiders, user qualifications,

 Battery backup in the event of

contractors and trades.

mains power failure.

 Users with disabilities or health

 Fully monitored by our 24/7

number of power solutions but

issues, image verification, drugs,

central monitoring station.

focussed on battery power.

offering is a fully managed linear
trackside lighting service system using a

Vortok Barrier
Fencing – Per
Metre

alcohol testing and CO2.

35/1755
 Universal and adjustable rigid barrier
fence system for the protection of the

Magnetic Barrier

easy to install or remove.

Remote Triple
Wacker Plates –
DPU100/70

 The special feature of the system is

35/1870

 The patented magnetic barrier
guarantees absolute safety when
working on all types of railway tracks. It is

the use of a strong magnet to enable
quick and easy installation without the
need to remove ballast.

Fencing buy back
scheme

workforce against moving trains.
 This can be used at all train speeds.

 The DPU 100/70 double and triple
Wacker sets are a well proven product
in the UK rail industry, with the added
option of remote control.

Available on selected product ranges.
 Fencing  Barriers  Pedestrian and Vehicle Gates
 Hoarding  Ground Protection Mats

0345 607 1000
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Call Speedy Rail
for more details on
0345 266 5880
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ACCESS

ACCESS

Pecolift 1.5M Work
Platform 150Kg
Capacity
77/5243 

From ladders and scaffold towers to steps and
platforms, you can hire a wide range of access
equipment with Speedy online.

Podium 1.5M – Anti Surf
26/3006 

Pop Up Push10
Pro 5M Working
Height Platform
240Kg Capacity

don’t need power, batteries to charge or

26/2984

mains power consumption.

 The Pro IQ push around lift is
designed to provide the safest
access solution for working at height.

 Superb all welded build quality utilising 50mm
aluminium tube, these podiums represent the

 This push around lift has been
designed specifically for low-level
access and can withstand the

best you can get.

demands of everyday use on site

 Ultra-stable design complies fully with the

 Pecolift a major step change in low level
access. It’s so easy, fast and efficient to use,
it’s intuitive.
 Just step in and turn the handle, you

Skyjack SJ3219
7.8M (19Ft)
Scissor Lift
227Kg Capacity

Does your
team need
access
training?
IPAF and
PASMA
courses
available now
in e-learning
format.
Find out more 

77/5280 

while offering enhanced safety

latest PAS250 standard for podiums.

features.

 Skyjacks electrically powered
DC scissor lifts offer a quiet,
compact and versatile package with
zero emissions, and are capable
of manoeuvring in confined

MI Tower Secure
26/3523 
 MI TOWER is the world’s first one-man,
quick assembly access tower, making
scaffolding access available to the
individual.
 The unique design allows a single
worker to erect the sturdy scaffold tower
in under 10 minutes, maximising the
available working time

indoor and outdoor job sites and
are suitable for a wide range of
construction, maintenance, and

Accessories to buy

industrial applications.

BoSS Narrow
Tower

 Designed to be used
in narrow and awkward
locations, all towers are

 The MI TOWER is small enough to fit

supplied with full instructions

into tight spaces, making it suitable for

for safe erection.

use on a range of sites.

Tower Scaffold
Safety Tags
C2014053A
 One holder and two inserts

Tower Scaffold
Safety Tags
(pk10)

C2503157A

 Charge levied to handrail
height.


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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LIFTING

LIFTING

Minifor Hoist
– TR50 500Kg
SWL

Material Lift Genie
SLA15 SWL 363Kg 4.98M

Scaffold Hoist
180Deg 200Kg
SWL C/W Frame

loads in any direction.

and clean environments.

 Operated by a

 The unit can be altered for work on

Is your
plant and
equipment
compliant
with the
latest health
and safety
legislation?

rough uneven ground.

Get in touch for more information:

 Various beam length options available.

0345 6099 216

70/5905

At Speedy you’ll find a complete lifting equipment
hire service to ensure the most complex tasks are
performed safely and easily. Book and hire lifting
equipment including material lifts, hoists, winches
and more online.

Porta-Gantry A
Frame I (Pair) SWL
2T 3188-2188mm
Hol

 The MINIFOR™ hoist is very
compact, light-weight and easy to

70/6015

70/5700
 This pivoting 200kg electric hoist with

 Portable and easy to assemble on site,

a lifting height of 30m.

handle.

the gantry eases the burden of manual

 It also has a Thermal Cut-out to
protect the motor from power surges.

 Unlimited wire rope length and

handling.

therefore unlimited lifting height.

 Its flat-pack construction makes it

 This hoist is not only suitable

lightweight and easily transportable.

for lifting loads, but also for pulling

Radio Remote Control
or Pendant Control.

 Ideal for confined spaces, roof tops

sales@lloydsbritish.com

71/5005 

lloydsbritish.com

 Material Lift will enhance worksite productivity
with highly portable solutions for a wide variety of
lifting applications.
 A wide variety of options and accessories
make them extremely adaptable to fit
specific worksite needs.

Mobile Man Anchor
100Kg Capacity
25/2550 
 Designed to provide safety where guardrails
are not provided.
 Easy to set up one man system is ideal for
short term maintenance operations on flat or
industrial steel clad pitch roofs up to 5deg.
 For use with retractable fall arrest systems
and harness.

30

Pallet Truck Std 2.5 Tonne
SWL 1150 X 540mm
71/5715 
 Excellent tools for lifting and carrying loads on pallets
or size-standardised containers, thanks to their light
weight, smooth movement and manoeuvrability.
 Ideal for lifting and carrying loads on
pallets or size-standardised containers.
 Max. pressure valve for when maximum
load capacity is exceeded.


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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WORKWEAR & PPE SALES

WORKWEAR
& PPE SALES
Thermal
Gloves
 6 pack of latex thermo-star

Hardcap

C45310442A-s

C45310020A-s

C0106847A-s

 High visibility yellow full head &

 Full head comforter easily attached

 The new HardCap™ A1+ is

face comforter.

to the helmet harness for comfort and

another major innovation from

warmth.

JSP in head protection design.

C45310424A-s

finger dipped gloves, ideal
for refrigeration, cold-store,

 The VisiLite® helmet

and winter conditions. Thick

illumination system has been

coating for durability and grip

developed as a method of

with a high-vis fleece lining.

increasing worker visibility
without dazzling colleagues
in close proximity. VisiLite®
offers three lighting modes to
suit the user’s needs.

Surefit Thermal
Helmet Liner

Railway Helmet
Warmer

C45310422A-s

C45310444A-s

Safety Wellington
Boots

Rain Suit
with Hood

Hi-Vis
Waistcoat

C0110035A-s

C0109997A-s

C0108623A-s

 Protective toecap and midsole,

Large

Washington is developed with premium
materials including a unique split and
crack resistant PVC and shock absorbing
virgin PVC outsole

Size 8

 Yellow Hi visibility waistcoat –
Extra Large.

Available in

Extra
Large

C0109998A-s

 High visibility orange full head

fully approved to be worn with all JSP

and face cold weather safety helmet

Evolution® Safety Helmets.

comforter for the rail industry. GO/RT

M/L

Helmet Comforter

VisiLite®
Helmet
Illumination
System

C0101985A-s 

	The SureFit™ Thermal Helmet Liner is

Helmet Warmer

RIS-3279.

Also available:

Size 9
C0110036A-s

Size 10
C0110037A-s

Available in

Orange Hi-Vis
C0108624A-s

L/XL
C45310445A-s
Available

32

Size 11
C0110038A-s


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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FUEL
SOLUTIONS

GAS SALES

Speedy is the only UK plant hire company
with its own fully integrated fuel division.

New Green D+
HVO off-road
diesel replacement

 48hr standard service and
emergency.
 From polished fuel to

 Up to 30% lower NOx levels.
 Particulates are lowered by up to 86%.

fuel management Speedy’s

 HVO generates up to 90% less C02e

proposition offers the greatest

	Environmentally friendly and

value in the industry.

sustainable.

 Using the latest telematics to

 Low viscosity levels.

monitor fuel levels.

	Compatible with all off-road diesel

 Our fpod fuel storage solutions
provide full security and
traceability of your fuel on-site.
 Our out of hours service

Calor Propane Refill

Calor Propane
Forklift Refill

	This propane gas bottle has a wide range
of uses and is the perfect solution

	This propane liquid off-take cylinder

for heating and cooking.

is only suitable for forklift trucks

13kg
C0704020-s

and other industrial vehicle.

12kg
C0704025-s

19kg
C0704010-s

18kg
C0704015-s

47kg
C0704005-s

engines.
 Long storage shelf life.
 Delivers same performance as regular
diesel.

provides support to our customers

 Uses the same tanks and pumps as

at any time of day.

regular diesel.

Flogas Propane
Refill

Flogas Propane
Forklift Refill

	This propane cylinder is

	This bottle has been

incredibly versatile, it’s a

designed specifically

great option for mobile

for Fork Lift Trucks.

catering and large
commercial processes
such as roofing.

19kg
C0704320-s

11Kg
C0704028-s

Flogas Butane
Refill
C0704345-s
	The largest butane
cylinder in our
range. Ideal for
indoor portable
heaters and

18kg
C0704325-s

indoor cooking.

13kg

47kg
C0704315-s

Contact Speedy on
0345 600 5513 or
fuel@speedyservices.com

34


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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LLOYDS BRITISH

OUT OF
HOURS
SUPPORT

LLOYDS
BRITISH

The Lifting Operations and Lifting
Equipment Regulations 1998 (LOLER)
are vital in ensuring that lifting equipment
is fit for purpose in order to safeguard you
and your employees from harm.
It’s important to remember that LOLER
covers work equipment that lifts or
lowers a load.

Speedy will make sure that you are always prepared
to do business, even in the coldest of winter months
and during the typical Christmas shutdown period.
If the unexpected happens we

When you have a problem, simply

are always on hand to offer you a

call the number below.

Over 200 years’
experience in testing,
inspection and certification
services delivered through
Lloyds British.
A leading provider of lifting and
equipment inspection services in

 The type of load being lifted
 The risk of the load falling and
consequences

person or object and the consequences
 The risk of the lifting equipment
failing or falling over whilst in use.
Some of the equipment we can inspect

All calls are guaranteed to be

providing specialist testing, inspection,

under LOLER are included below:

answered and are monitored to

maintenance, certification and training

Our Out of Hours service provides

ensure we accurately respond to

services for the lifting services industry

you with a rapid response and the

your needs.

for over 200 years.

Please note a charge may

 Testing inspection and certification

apply for this service.

 Crane services

or night.

support you need across our entire
hire product range – 24 hours a day,
7 days a week, everyday of the year.

Garage Equipment

 The risk of the equipment striking a

the UK, Lloyds British has been

solution, no matter what time of day

Lifting Accessories

striking a person or object and the

Cranes
Forklift trucks
Handling equipment

 Design and manufacture and

There is no need to register for

refurbishment

the service if you are an

 Height Safety

existing customer.

 Lifting and safety equipment sales
 Training services
 Specialist testing services

Nationwide Coverage

Accreditations
Thorough examination and inspection

be completed on-site or at one of our

and WaHR 2005.

comprehensive facilities, ensuring a quick,

in LOLER inspection and testing, Lloyds

36

With our nationwide coverage, all LOLER

PSSR 2000, PuWER 1998, CoSHH 2202

achieving compliance and as a UK expert

Out of hours
emergency call
0345 609 9999

Access equipment

inspection and testing services can

Regular thorough inspections are key to



Hoists

of equipment covered by LOLER 1998,

British can offer an extensive service

efficient and quality service. Results and
certificates are uploaded to our online
web portal once the inspection has
been completed.

spanning the entire scope of the LOLER
certificate and regulations.
Throughout shutdown periods it’s
an ideal time to get your equipment
inspected.


0345 6099 216
lloydsbritish.com
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TRAINING

TRAINING

How we work

Apprenticeships

We work in partnership with our customers

Short duration
courses

to create a tailored solution designed

 Access training (IPAF and PASMA)

	Level 2 Bricklayer

 Confined space training

	Level 2 Carpentry and joinery

	Dust management and awareness

	Level 2 Property maintenance

around the needs of their business and the
capability of their workforce.

We offer industry-leading, award-winning training
that helps thousands of our customers work more
effectively and safely than ever before.
Our training company Geason - A Speedy
business brings together 15 years of

Key Features

We listen, evaluate current situation and
offer bespoke programmes by listening
carefully to your specific requirements
and only then we start to work with you to
design the solution.
We use our expertise, experience, skills
and resources to provide high quality skills

industry-leading experience, to offer

Nationwide audited training

development and training, while we ensure

customers an end-to-end training solution.

locations

and maintain high standards.

We have now combined our extensive

Bespoke training design and

We monitor, and provide robust, rigorous

range of safety and skills courses with a

development

and continuous quality assurance that

wide variety of apprenticeships, NVQs
and professional skills training. This
equips our learners with nationally
recognised qualifications and
transferable skills, allowing them to
work more effectively and safely than
ever before. Whether you are focused
on a specific field, a more general

Flexible delivery: on- or offsite; and now in e-learning
format as well
Over 200 ‘off the shelf’
accredited and certificated
courses

approach in construction, or gaining/

Our delegates are 95%

upgrading a CSCS card,

satisfied with our training

we are here to help.

courses

Have you
thought of
taking on an
apprentice?
If you do, you
can claim up to
£3000 until the
31st January!
Get in touch for more information:
enquiries@geason.co.uk
0330 088 9596
geasontraining.co.uk

includes management reporting and
analysis, regular learner surveys, feedback
and review sessions.

Grants and
Funding
Our expert team can help with all of the
following:
	Advice on new and existing funding

training

	Level 2 Groundworker

 Plant training

	Level 2 Painter and decorator

 Safety equipment, first aid and fire

	Level 2 Hire controller (plant, tools &

 Site and traffic management training

	Level 3 Advanced carpentry and

NVQs

	Level 3 Plasterer

Construction
	Level 1 Certificate in construction
skills

treatments - cavity wall, loft

	Level 3 Digital marketer

insulation (cold roof), external wall

	Level 5 Operations/departmental

Black Country

	Level 2 Curtain wall installation

West of England

	Level 2 Interior systems - dry lining

	Provide advice on the use of the
supply chain’s Apprenticeship Levy
Funds for the skills development
programme.
	CITB Approved Training Organisation

	Level 2 General construction
operations (GCO)

Stoke-on-Trent &
Staffordshire

	Level 2 Plastering

Swindon & Wiltshire

	Level 2 Decorative occupations

Worcestershire
Herefordshire

(painting)
	Level 2 Thermal insulation fit
protection

Telford & Wrekin

	Level 2 Trowel occupations

Greater London

	Level 3 Occupational work
supervision

(ATO) for all grant streams. We can
help with grant administration if

Get in touch for more information:

	Level 4 Construction site supervision

desired.

enquiries@geason.co.uk

Professional services

0330 088 9596

	Level 3 Social media for business

	Provide advice, guidance or full
management of CITB grant claims to
ensure any available are submitted

manager

fixing/finishing

	Level 2 Passive fire protection

(COVID-19) pandemic.

	Level 2 and 3 Customer service

	Level 3 Team leader/supervisor

Greater Cambridge and
Greater Peterborough

from the impact of the coronavirus

Professional services

	Level 2 Insulation and building

national level – including the new

businesses and the economy recover

	Level 4 Construction site supervisor

	Level 3 Business administrator

	Level 2 specialised cladding

that was brought in to help

joinery

	Level 2 Fenestration

Nottingham

Apprenticeship Incentive Programme

equipment)

 Tools and survey training

(boarder/finisher)

Derby

operative

 Lifting training

streams both on a regional and

in a timely manner and recorded.
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Whether you’re
a construction
worker wanting
to elevate
your skills and
upgrade your
CSCS card,
or a business
owner wanting
to upskill your
employees, our
100% funded
Construction
NVQ Training is
for you*:

Construction

geasontraining.co.uk
Subject to eligibility criteria

*

 Level 2 IT users
 Level 2 Business and administration
 Level 2 Team leading


Order via the
App or online at
speedyservices.com
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DIGITAL

CALL, CLICK, COLLECT
IT’S EASY
TO ORDER

WITH
SPEEDY

HOW IT WORKS
At Speedy, the health, safety and wellbeing of our colleagues and customers is at
the heart of everything we do. That’s why we’ve revised our call + collect process to
enableus to resume collection transactions safely and within government guidelines.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

To click – place your order online, and

On arrival at the location, please park

We will bring your equipment out to

the depot will call you to arrange a

in the Customer Safety Zone which will

your vehicle in the Customer Safety

collection slot.

be clearly signposted, and call your

Zone*, and provide a demonstration

Speedy contact fromyour vehicle.

of the equipment

To call - place your
order by calling

PLEASE REMAIN IN YOUR VEHICLE

your nearest

Brand
new look,
same
trusted
team

being collected
if necessary from
within the Safety

Call, Click, Collect

Zone.

depot which
can be found at speedyservices.com/

PLEASE REMAIN

findadepot or via the Speedy App –

IN YOUR VEHICLE

look out for the stampand the depot
will allocate you acollection slot.

minimise waiting times, please a
 rrive

Step 5

Step 6

on time for your collection.

We will complete all the necessary

We will confirm what has been

paperwork on the depot device,

collected with you and sign the depot

including photographing the equipment

device on your behalf.

To help us manage vehicle traffic and

Step 4
We will then move out of the Safety
Zone to allow you to load the

and your vehicle registration.

You’re then
good to go!


Click here
to visit our
new website

equipment into your vehicle.

Thank you for helping us to keep
servicing your needs safely.
*For larger equipment, it may be
necessary to use forklifts or manual

SAVE TIME | DO MORE | TAKE CONTROL

handling aids, these should be
completed whilst maintaining social
distancing and cleaning guidance.

40

speedyservices.com/call-click-collect

0345 602 6060
speedypoweredaccess.com
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FOUR BETTER OUTCOMES FOR YOUR BUSINESS

FOUR BETTER
OUTCOMES FOR
YOUR BUSINESS
a product’s entire lifecycle, whether

No capital
outlay

CUSTOMER

engineering inspection and testing
services; and you can also be
confident that your workforce know
how to use it safely with a wide range
of training courses available across

We are your partner for the purchase of

We offer over 200 years’ experience

We offer industry-leading, award-winning

with an industry-leading hire range and

products, tools and accessories. Quality

in testing, inspection and certification

training that helps thousands of our

nationwide availability. We can support

products from market leading brands..

services delivered through Lloyds British.

customers work more effectively and

BUY

Long term
ownership

PRODUCT

TRAIN

People
competence

TEST

Regulatory
needs

Our extensive range of products available

Our expertise covers a wealth of

Our core training covers the following

includes:

to purchase:

disciplines including but not limited to:

courses including but not limited to:

	Low level access

	Abrasives

	Testing inspection and certification

	Access training

	Powered access

	Burning and welding

	Crane services

	Confined space training
	Dust management and awareness

	Compressors, generators and pumps

	Adhesives, sealants and coatings

	Design and manufacture

	Tools

	Catering and janitorial

	Height safety

with a customer satisfaction score
of 94% on all deliveries.

training

	Cutting and drilling

	Lifting and safety equipment sales

	Lifting training

	Hand tools and specialist hand tools

	Design, manufacturing and

	Plant training

	Lighting

	Equipment sales

	Site and traffic management

	Electrical equipment

refurbishment

	Safety equipment, first aid and fire

	Training services

	Site and traffic management training

	Specialist testing services

	Tools and survey training

	Communications

	Nails, screws and fixings

	Survey

	Lifting equipment

	Professional services

	Plant

	Packaging supplies

	NVQs

	Lifting

	Power tools

	Apprenticeships

	Safety equipment and atex

	PPE

	Pipework and engineering

	Oils, gases and fluids

	Rail

	Rail
	Signage
	Survey equipment

the UK.
Capital Commitment truly delivers

safely than ever before.

Our huge industry-leading hire range

and cooling

CUSTOMER

compliant though our Lloyds British

At Speedy, we’re making your life easier

CUSTOMER

the ideal shape to start using it

remains safe to use and legally

Train

wherever you are working.

CUSTOMER
HIRE

ensure that it’s delivered to you in

We ensure your own equipment

Test

	Heating, ventilation

you hire it, or buy it, Speedy will

from day 1.

Buy

you with all of your project needs,

A comprehensive solution built around you.
Speedy’s customer proposition spans

Hire

Key Features

Key Features

Key Features

Over 2,000

8,000 core products. 36,000

Pressure testing facilities to

product lines

Products in our extended range

carry out pressure tests upto

Latest innovations and the
most sustainable solutions

OVER

Essential hire accessories

400 held nationally

Full nationwide coverage

Delivered by us. We offer the

with over 200 locations

most complete supply service

4 hour nationwide delivery

in the UK

30,000 psi

Key Features
OVER

30

Nationwide audited
training locations
Flexible delivery: on- or off-

Testing and inspection

site; and now in e-learning

including structural testing,

format as well

proof load
Height safety testing,
certification and installation

Bespoke training design
and development

on 350+ of our most popular

Bespoke to you. We

products

understand that no two

Examination of equipment

accredited and certificated

companies are the same

covering LOLER, PSSR, COSHH,

courses

Specialist plant and equipment
hire through our Partnered

Central Distribution warehouse

Services

and over 200 locations

PUWER

Over 200 ‘off the shelf’

Our delegates are 95%

Crane services including

satisfied with our training

installation, repairs and

courses

breakdown

 Order via the App or online at speedyservices.com
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HIRE

TRAINING

0345 609 9998

0330 088 9596

Speedyservices.com/hire

geasontraining.co.uk

SALES
HIRE

LLOYDS BRITISH
TRAINING

SALES

LLOYDS BRITISH

0345 266 7630
0345 609 9998
speedyservices.com/sales
Speedyservices.com/hire

0345 6099 216
0330 088 9596
lloydsbritish.com
geasontraining.co.uk

0345 266 7630

0345 6099 216

speedyservices.com/sales

lloydsbritish.com

@wearespeedy

/wearespeedy

/company/speedy-services

/wearespeedy

/company/speedy-services

#Speedydoesit
@wearespeedy

#Speedydoesit

trust us to deliver

